
SEALANT®

Aqua Multiseal GP is a grey coloured ready to use general purpose acrylic sealing paste. 

WHERE TO USE: Aqua Multiseal GP is widely used to fill gaps and joints around doors, 
windows, fixtures and fitting or any other joints where limited amount of movement is 
expected. It is the most successful compound which is used between different building 
materials.

HOW TO USE: Before application, surface should be clean from dust, dirt, grease, oil or 
any other surface contaminations. Then apply primer which is available in the same 
container. Then mix paste & apply by hand & pack properly. Finish the surface by cleaning 
using sponge and potable water.

ADVANTAGES:
ŸOdourless 
ŸCan be painted over it.
ŸHigh UV resistance.
ŸReady to use. Does not require mixing
ŸAttractive & convenient packaging.
ŸStrong adhesion to the most building material

TM

MULTISEAL GP  
(Window & Door Gap Filler)

Finish the surface with clean 
water.

By skelton gun or air driven 
gun, leveller or trowel apply 
Aqua Multiseal GP inside the 
joint with some excess material 
to form concave shape (which 
on air curing will form convex 
shape).

Prime the surface using Aqua 
Multiseal Primer

Make sure surface is clean, free 
from grease, oil, dust/dirt or any 
other surface contaminants.



®

COVERAGE: Depends on usage and surface.

STORAGE: In cool and dry place.

PRIMER: Use Aqua Multiseal GP primer on all surfaces @ coverage of 5 to 8m per kg of primer 
(It is in the same pack).

PRECAUTION: All products should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. 
No responsibility will be taken by the manufacturer where conditions of use differ from 
manufacturer’s instruction. The coverage figure/yield etc. are given for guidance only and actual 
field trials are recommended to ascertain the exact consumption/coverage. Not suitable on soft 
plastic, bare metals, bitumen or tar and also for any other underwater joints.
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Tel: 022-46038393 Email: І info@aquaproofindia.com І Website: www.aquaproofindia.com

SEALANT

SHELF LIFE: PACKAGING: 

12 months from the date of manufacture 
when unopened.

1kg containers (12 containers in master 
carton)


